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Cast and Creative Team

Cast (in order of speaking)

BEING FRIENDS

Matthew Tennyson
Eric Faber, the Artist 

Jordan Dawes
Oliver Bell, the Farmer

LOST

Susan Brown
May Appleton 

John Hollingworth
Geoffrey Church 

MAKING NOISE QUIETLY

  
 Sara Kestelman  Ben Batt
 Helene Ensslin Alan Tadd

   

 Lewis Andrews Jack Boulter Ethan Hammer
 Sam Sam Sam
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Creative Team

ROBERT HOLMAN
AUTHOR

Robert’s plays include A Thousand Stars Explode in the Sky, co-written with 
David Eldridge and Simon Stephens (Lyric Hammersmith, 2010), Jonah and Otto 
(Manchester Royal Exchange, 2008), Holes in the Skin (Chichester Festival, 2003), 
Bad Weather (Royal Shakespeare Company, 1998), Rafts and Dreams (Theatre 
Upstairs, Royal Court, 1990), Across Oka (Royal Shakespeare Company, 1988), 
Making Noise Quietly (Bush, 1987), The Overgrown Path (Royal Court, 1985), 
Today (Royal Shakespeare Company, 1984), Other Worlds (Royal Court, 1983), The 
Estuary (Bush, 1980), Rooting (Traverse, 1979) and German Skerries (Bush, 1977 – 
Winner of the George Devine Award). Robert has also written a novel, The Amish 
Landscape.

Robert has been Resident Dramatist at the NT and the RSC.

PETER GILL
DIRECTOR

Peter Gill was born in 1939 in Cardiff and started his professional career as an 
actor.He was the founding director of Riverside Studios and the Royal National 
Theatre Studio and now lives in London. A director as well as a writer, he has 
directed over 100 productions in the UK, Europe and North America in both the 
modern and classical repertoires, including plays by Büchner, Chekhov, Congreve, 
Otway, Shakespeare, as well as Hampton, Orton, Osborne, Pinter and Wright.
At the Royal Court in the 60s, he was responsible for introducing D H Lawrence’s 
plays to the theatre. His adaptations of Chekhov, Lawrence and Faulkner have 
been produced at the Royal Shakespeare Company, the Royal Court and the 
National Theatre. His plays include The Sleeper’s Den (Royal Court, 1965), Over 
Garden’s Out (Royal Court, 1968), Small Change (Royal Court, 1976), Kick For 
Touch (NT, 1983), Cardiff East (NT, 1997), Certain Young Men (Almeida, 1999), 
The York Realist (English Touring Company, 2001), Original Sin (Sheffield Crucible, 
2002).

For the Donmar: Small Change, Days of Wine and Roses.

Recent Theatre: includes as Director: A Provincial Life (National Theatre of Wales), 
Aliens (Bush), The Breath Of Life (Sheffield Theatres), Another Door Closed , 
The Importance of Being Earnest, Look Back in Anger (Theatre Royal Bath), The 
Corridor and the opera Semper Dowland (Aldeburgh Festival), Gaslight (Old Vic), 
The Voysey Inheritance and Scenes from the Big Picture (NT).
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PAUL WILLS
DESIGNER

For the Donmar: Anna Christie, Novecento, The Man Who Had All the Luck, The 
Cut.

Theatre: includes The Chair Plays (Lyric Hammersmith Studio), City of Angels 
(Central School of Speech and Drama), Waiting for Godot (West Yorkshire 
Playhouse/Talawa), Two Gentlemen of Verona (Northampton Royal and Derngate), 
Buried Child (Leicester Curve Studio), Doctor Faustus, The Frontline (Globe), 
The Acid Test (Royal Court), A Number, Total Eclipse (Menier Chocolate Factory), 
Yerma (West Yorkshire Playhouse), The Stock Da’wa (Hampstead), Blasted – 
Olivier Award for Outstanding Achievement in an Affiliate Theatre, Saved (Lyric 
Hammersmith), Punk Rock (Lyric Hammersmith/Manchester Royal Exchange/
tour), Dandy in the Underworld, Overspill (Soho), Serious Money (Birmingham 
Rep), 1984, Macbeth, See How They Run (Manchester Royal Exchange), Sisters, 
A Number (also Chichester), Gladiator Games (also Stratford East), Blue/Orange 
(all Sheffield), This Much Is True, Crestfall (Theatre503), House of Ghosts, Porridge 
(UK tour), Home (Theatre Royal Bath), I Ought to Be in Pictures (Manchester 
Library), Testing the Echo (Tricycle/Out of Joint), Breathing Corpses (Royal Court), 
Pornography (Tricycle/Birmingham Rep/Traverse), Treasure Island (Kingston Rose), 
Mammals (Bush/tour), Prometheus Bound (New York/The Sound Venue), The Field 
(Tricycle), The Changeling, Mother Courage (English Touring Theatre).

PAUL PYANT
LIGHTING DESIGNER

Trained: RADA. 
For the Donmar: This Is How It Goes, Accidental Death of an Anarchist, Into the 
Woods, How I Learned To Drive, Electra, Nine, Habeas Corpus, Company, Cabaret, 
Translations, Richard III, Assassins. 
Theatre: includes A Provincial Life (National Theatre Wales), Noises Off (Old Vic), 
Grief (NT), Richard III (Old Vic/New York), Hobson’s Choice, The Breath of Life 
(Sheffield Theatres), Ecstasy (Hampstead/Duchess), Flare Path, The Tempest 
(Theatre Royal Haymarket), The Heretic (Royal Court).

Opera: includes Xerxes (San Francisco), Betrothal in a Monastery (Toulouse/Opera 
Comique, Paris). 
Paul has long associations with Glyndebourne, English National Opera, The Royal 
Opera House, National Theatre, English National Ballet, Almeida and Northern 
Ballet.
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EMMA LAXTON
SOUND DESIGNER

For the Donmar: The Recruiting Officer.

Theatre: Black T-Shirt Collection (Fuel UK tour/NT) Lay Down your Cross, Blue 
Heart Afternoon (Hampstead) Invisible (Transport UK tour/Luxemburg), The 
Westbridge, The Heretic, Off the Endz!, Faces in the Crowd, That Face (also West 
End), Gone Too Far!, Catch, Scenes from the Back of Beyond, Woman and a 
Scarecrow, My Name is Rachel Corrie (also West End/New York/Galway Festival/
Edinburgh Festival), Terrorism, Food Chain (Royal Court), One Monkey Don’t 
Stop No Show (Sheffield Theatres/Eclipse), Much Ado About Nothing, Precious 
Little Talent, Treasure Island (West End), Where’s My Seat?, Like a Fishbone, The 
Whisky Taster, If There is I Haven’t Found It Yet, 2nd May 1997, Apologia, The 
Contingency Plan, Wrecks, Broken Space Season, 2,000 Feet Away, Tinderbox 
(Bush), Charged (Clean Break/Soho), Men Should Weep, Shoot/Get Treasure/
Repeat (National Theatre), Travels with My Aunt (Theatre Royal, Northampton), 
Sisters, My Romantic History (also Bush),The Unthinkable (Sheffield Theatres), 
Ghosts, The Gods Are Not to Blame (Arcola), A Christmas Carol (Chichester 
Festival), Pornography (Birmingham Rep/Traverse/Tricycle), Europe (Dundee Rep/
Barbican Pit), Other Hands (Soho), My Dad’s a Birdman (Young Vic).

CHRISTIAN MASON
COMPOSER

Currently completing a Ph.D with George Benjamin at King’s College London, 
Christian works as Co-Artistic Director of the Octandre Ensemble, Composition 
Assistant to Sir Harrison Birtwistle and Composition Support Tutor for the London 
Symphony Orchestra Panufnik Young Composers Project.

Theatre: includes The Breath of Life (Sheffield Theatres), Another Door Closed 
(Theatre Royal Bath).

Dance: includes Blob, a collaboration with choreographers Emilie Gallier and 
Clemence Coconnier (Royaumont/La Festival Echappee Belle).

Music: includes Learning Self-Modulation for violin and piano (European tour), 
Incandescene for solo cello (Aldeburgh Festival), Noctilucence for ensemble (UK 
tour), Clear Night for orchestra (LSO/Barbican).

In 2009 Christian was awarded the Royal Philharmonic Society Composition Prize 
and nominated in the British Composer Awards. His music has been broadcast on 
BBC Radio 3 and released on the London Sinfonietta Label. Christian has recently 
completed a piece for LSO Brass Quintet touring Japan in April, and has been 
selected by Pierre Boulez for a large-scale orchestral commission as part of the 
Lucerne Festival Academy Composer Project, premiering in 2013. 
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MAKING NOISE QUIETLY – An 
Introduction

MAKING NOISE QUIETLY is a trilogy of short plays by Robert Holman. They are 
entitled Being Friends, Lost, and Making Noise Quietly.

Each play is a scene with a separate cast of characters and set of stories. There is 
no obvious connection between the three plays. Yet, consciously or not, the three 
scenes are written in such a way that each piece informs and resonates with the 
others.

I think the connections the audience make are up to them. Things I’ve never 
thought of. The plays are just pieces of energy which by a stroke of good luck 
sometimes add up to more than they are.

Robert Holman

Above all, the play is about the characters on stage in the moment: their personal 
stories and specific situations. Yet, underscoring all of the characters is the theme 
of war – it’s effects on soldiers and civilians.

The play premiered in 1986 at the Bush Theatre, directed by John Dove. It has 
been revived several times including a West End production in 1999 at the 
Whitehall Theatre, directed by Deborah Bruce, and as part of a retrospective of 
Robert Holman’s work at the Manchester Royal Exchange Theatre.

The first play, BEING FRIENDS, is set in a field in Kent in 1944. A young farm 
labourer and conscientious objector – Oliver Bell – meets 23-year-old bohemian 
artist Eric Faber. The two men tell each other their stories – how they each came 
to remain in England, not fighting the war. They talk of their hopes for the future, 
their doubts and fears.

The next play, LOST, takes place in a house in Redcar, Cleveland in 1982. In this 
play, Geoffrey Church, a naval officer, informs May Appleton of the death of her 
son in the Falklands War. May struggles to understand the purpose of her son’s 
death and to uncover the cause of the estrangement between them that has 
lasted several years.

The closing play, MAKING NOISE QUIETLY, is the longest and lends its title to 
the trilogy. The play is a three-hander, set in the Black Forest of Germany in 1986. 
Helene Ensslin is a German Jewish survivor of a Nazi concentration camp. While 
painting in her summer house, she meets Alan – a violent tempered English 
soldier and veteran of the Falklands. Alan is looking after Sam, a disturbed 8-year-
old. Helene invites them into her house and begins to intervene in their abusive 
relationship.

2section
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Being Friends

There’s something in that first play that is at the heart of what the evening’s 
about. It’s in the differences between Oliver and Eric. Eric isn’t fighting 
the war because he’s ill. Oliver isn’t fighting because he’s a conscientious 
objector. The play’s not really about the war but whatever it is about is in 
the writing of those two characters. Finding that [character interaction] 
somehow freed the whole thing up.

Robert Holman

This, the first play of the series, takes place in a field near a pond. We learn 
through the course of the play a deal of information about the landscape – the 
church, the hills.

I went to Oxen Hoath, where the pond really is, to see it. Which is something 
that I would normally do [in writing a play]. Place is something that is very 
important for me as a writer.

 Robert Holman
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The play is set in July 1944. It’s interesting to note that Robert Holman has chosen 
to set the play at a time when, although the war is still taking place, it is beginning 
to reach its conclusion. The D-Day landings have already happened and the tide 
has turned in favour of the Allies. The opportunities for Oliver to be meaningfully 
involved in the war – should he renounce his position – are rapidly diminishing.

Much of the dialogue between the two characters relates to the circumstances by 
which each is not involved directly in the war effort, and the situation in which this 
now places them. Oliver is a conscientious objector. Eric is injured.

Although the dialogue is at the absolute heart of the play, the play is not just two 
people talking. The stories and thoughts which they each tell the other are active: 
each character’s speech touches the other. Oliver is, in many ways, challenged by 
Eric’s confidence and poise. And Eric is moved to tears by Oliver’s story.

The scene ends with both characters stripping naked. It might quite naturally seem 
that this is a precursor to sex. Of this, Robert Holman says:

Eric draws Oliver out. He draws out his sexuality and he also draws from him 
the fact that he should be fighting. And so the final revealing of that openness 
is for them to be naked. Eric takes his clothes off and Oliver just reciprocates 
because he would feel stupid [to keep his clothes on].

What I don’t think it’s about is sex. I think if they were going to be lovers they 
wouldn’t do it [get naked]. He [Eric] goes back to correcting the proof.

I think it’s about being friends, you see.
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Characters:
OLIVER BELL – Jordan Dawes.

OLIVER:  I’ve had… trouble in the village – I was spat at one night by a 
youth. The barman made a snide joke to someone else. One 
woman won’t serve me in her shop. In Manchester a whole 
street wouldn’t talk to me. By comparison it’s nothing. I know 
I’m not the coward they presume.

Oliver is a young man from a Quaker family in Manchester. He is living on the Kent 
farm on which he works as a farmhand.

His father is an orthopaedic surgeon who reminds him, he says, of Jesus. He has 
a younger brother and sister.

As a conscientious objector, Oliver had to appear before a tribunal and was 
assigned work in a hospital. There he saw many badly injured soldiers. Oliver was 
particularly disturbed by meeting a German soldier who had been mutilated by 
Allied soldiers. The German has become his ‘obsession’.

As played by Jordan Dawes, Oliver is revealed to be grappling with questions of 
his sexuality and the morality of war. And trying, perhaps, to arrive at an attitude 
towards both that he can reconcile with his moral and religious beliefs.

‘Oliver reveals two things. One is that he’s gay, probably. The other is that 
really he ought to go on to fight, probably. For me, these go hand in hand.’

Robert Holman

Discussion Point:

Oliver speaks with Eric about the most personal intimate details of his life. Why is he willing to do 
that? What does he gain from the conversation?

ERIC FABER – Matthew Tennyson

ERIC:  My parents had me very late in their lives. My father was 
sixty when I was born. He was the rector of a small parish in 
Suffolk. I expect much of my life is a rebellion against their very 
ordinariness.

Eric is a young writer and artist. He went to Repton, a public school that he hated, 
and then on to Goldsmith’s art school.

Eric hasn’t been conscripted into the armed forces because he is medically unable 
to serve. He was knocked off his bike by a car and spent nine months in hospital 
recovering from a fractured spine. The accident has left him with tuberculosis in 
his liver and intestines.

Eric is part of an intellectual, bohemian set that includes journalists, artists and 
the poet Edith Sitwell. His first novel is about to be published and he’s working 
on some sketches for Vogue magazine.Eric lives with his boyfriend Gerard and a 
housekeeper in a cottage in Tonbridge.
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Robert Holman was partly inspired to write the character of Eric by reading the 
journals of Denton Welch – a real-life writer and painter from the period.

‘I based Eric on Denton Welch. I mean, he’s not him but I’ve kept a kind of 
aura of Denton Welch. Bit of a cheek really to borrow him! But without Eric’s 
character the whole evening would not exist. What Eric does is draw out 
Oliver on questions of his sexuality. Eric is perhaps an extrovert in the way 
that Oliver is an introvert.’

Robert Holman

Discussion Point:

Oliver is clearly challenged by Eric – and forced to consider some of his most deep-seated beliefs. 
But how is Eric affected by Oliver?
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Lost

While BEING FRIENDS is about two strangers meeting by chance in a field, LOST 
is the story of two people who share a common bond in the missing character of 
Ian, a naval officer who died in the Falklands.

A central theme of LOST is the human cost of war and its effect on the 
relationships of servicemen and women with their families. Both Geoffrey and Ian 
have unhappy relationships with their parents. Ian’s father Jim – who was himself 
conscripted and fought in the Second World War – seems to have opposed Ian 
signing up for the Navy. The bitterness this provoked, says May, originated the 
family rift that ‘destroyed’ Ian’s father.

May says that ‘When you’re away at sea you only have yourself to think about… 
Ian used to say to me it was surprisin’ how easy it all was.’ Geoffrey, however, 
seems to be less straightforwardly self-absorbed and more conflicted. He 
describes Ian as ‘selfish’ and says that he isn’t prepared to sacrifice his role as 
father and husband for the sake of his career.

Another important aspect of the play seems to be whether the characters 
believe that Ian’s death was worthwhile or meaningful. Geoffrey says that it is an 
‘important war’, a phrase which May first objects to then agrees with. This might 
suggest that the play is directly addressing the morality of the Falklands War 
specifically. Of this, Robert Holman says:

I’m only interested in May’s point of view and Geoffrey’s point of view. My 
view is sort of irrelevant. [The plays aren’t] polemical. I throw stuff away 
when it gets polemical. It’s not a political piece. It’s an emotional piece.

Characters
GEOFFREY CHURCH – John Hollingworth

GEOFFREY: ‘My father’s a stranger to me. I love my children.’

Geoffrey is an officer in the Royal Navy. He went to university with Ian, 
May’s son, and trained with him as midshipmen (the most junior rank of 
officer cadet in the British Navy).

Much of the information we are given about Geoffrey in LOST is in relation 
to Ian. Ian was, it seems, a brilliant student and a natural sailor – ‘He wasn’t 
in a room long before he was the one taking the attention. He didn’t even 
need to compete, he just had what it takes.’ Geoffrey, in contrast, seems to 
be less confident, ambitious and successful.

This problem is heightened for Geoffrey because he comes from a high-
ranking naval family. His grandfather was Admiral of the Fleet and his father 
Vice-Admiral. As May observes, ‘I always think it must be rotten on family 
life, being high up in anything.’

Geoffrey seems to be in the process of making ‘very positive choices’ 
about his career. Although he hasn’t resigned from the navy he has taken 
a job at a supply store in Chatham. His father belittles the post as nothing 
more than ‘dishing out Mars Bars.’
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Discussion Point:

Once Geoffrey tells May that he is her family – brother to her daughter-in-law, she responds ‘You 
should’ve said when you came through the door. It should’ve been the first thing.’ Geoffrey later 
says, ‘I couldn’t find the right moment.’

What is it about Geoffrey’s character and situation that prevents him from telling May at once?

MAY APPLETON – Susan Brown

MAY:  [Ian’s] duty was to us, to ‘is parents. He didn’t even let us know 
where he was. He could have been anywhere for all we knew. 
We were left to wonder. Don’t tell me it’s his duty to go getting 
himself killed doing some stupid silly thing. I’ve had time to 
think about it these last few weeks. Let me tell you, I’ve thought 
about nothing else. I’ve thought where was Ian, every single day.

May is mother to Ian and wife to Jim. She hasn’t seen or spoken to her son for 
five years and feels that she has been rejected by him. When she learns of his 
death she says, ‘I feel like I hate him, an’ yet I still love ‘im at the same time. Isn’t 
it awful t’have t’say yer might hate yer own son?’

This question – of whether her feelings towards Ian are of pride or anger – seems 
to underly much of May’s speech. A great deal of her anxiety in the scene seems 
to be spent on devising a strategy for how to frame the news for her husband Jim.

Discussion Point:

When May first hears of Ian’s death she asks Geoffrey ‘Who will remember the Falklands War?’ 
But by the end of the scene she has resolved, ‘It is important, this war. I am proud of Ian.’

What has prompted May to change her mind?
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Making Noise Quietly

Finally, in the last scene, Alan says you miss history when you’re young. All 
the plays have some kind of backstory – some kind of history to them. Oliver’s 
family history has so much to do with him. Helene’s history has so much to do 
with her. She’s determined to help others.

That’s partly why I believe in the power of stories. I think Helene has a story 
and she tells it to Alan and he initially dismisses it but he doesn’t dismiss it 
finally.

Robert Holman

The final piece of the trilogy, MAKING NOISE QUIETLY, is a challenging three-
hander that unites many of the elements of the other two scenes. In it a survivor 
of the Second World War, Helene, meets a veteran of the Falklands War – Alan.

In this scene we see that the capacity of both adult characters to transcend their 
traumatic wartime experiences is a necessary step before they can adequately 
care for Sam, a troubled young boy who can’t speak.

Robert Holman, from a family of Quaker conscientious objectors, says that much 
of the writing of this piece was, for him, an exploration of pacifism. Helene’s story 
has a moral power because her situation was so dire and the people who did it – 
the Nazis – were so violent.

I came to the conclusion that evil exists. And if evil exists you have to fight it. 
Now that’s not to say I would support any war or all wars. But it’s possible to 
have a moral war. There are certain types of tyrants and dictator where the 
only way to deal with them is stand up to them and kill them, actually. I don’t 
mean that in a crude way, I just mean they do enormous damage.

Robert Holman
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Characters
HELENE ENSLINN – Sara Kestelman

HELENE:  This landscape has a feeling for me I wish to capture. But it 
vary with my moods, you understand? So always the feeling is 
different, so always the painting is different.

Helene is from a middle-class background. Her father ran a department store in 
Berlin and she is married to a lawyer. She has two grown-up daughters.

When we meet Helene she is painting the landscape of her country house in 
Germany. She is not a professional artist but a successful fabric designer and 
businesswoman on a summer sabbatical from her work.

During the scene we learn that Helene is a survivor of Birkenau, a concentration 
camp in which Nazis gassed over a million Jews to death during the Second World 
War. Rather than leaving Germany after the war, as did many of the Jews who 
survived the camps, Helene has decided to make her life in the country.

One particular Nazi – Kurt – is central to Helene’s narrative. Kurt was a violent 
sadist who saved her from being murdered in the gas chambers to torture her. 
Unlike Alan, who only feels worthless, Kurt is truly diabolical. Despite Helene’s 
distaste for swearing, she describes Kurt as inhuman: a ‘cunt’.

Helene says that she believes that ‘God, he is us… God he is as forgiving as we 
are.’ It’s interesting to note just how close this is to the Quaker doctrine which 
Oliver believes in.

Discussion Point:

In this scene, Helene is alone in her house with two strangers. People that she met when Sam 
wandered out of the trees looking like a ‘hurt skeleton’. As Alan says ‘If I came ‘ere an’ found 
someone like me, I’d fuckin’ kill ‘em.’

Given Helene’s painful history, what gives her the sense of security and control to feel comfortable 
in this situation?
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ALAN TADD – Ben Batt

ALAN:  ‘I just hate, me, that’s the trouble. I ‘ave done, right since bein’ 
a kid. Blind hate, yer know. I remember trying t’kick the hell out 
of a wall. All it did was hurt back, more. A couldn’t even laugh 
about it. When I was about eight… I learned yer could hit people. 
An’ I enjoyed it. I got away with it. Yeh, I got away with it.

Alan is a soldier and veteran of the Falklands War. He was married to Sam’s 
mother but she left him for another soldier – his Sergeant – and abandoned Sam to 
his care.

When we meet Alan in MAKING NOISE QUIETLY, he has been absent from the 
army for four months after being given three months to resolve Sam’s situation. 
He’s been staying with Sam in ‘posh hotels’ and has run out of money.

Alan doesn’t seem to have a plan as to what to do. But he is resolute that Sam 
shouldn’t be sent back to the UK to be fostered as he himself had been. Of this 
he says, ‘It’s a pile of shit. The Families Officer is shit. They’re all shit… I were in 
home after home, yer know.’

Alan believes he’s a ‘cunt’, ruled by hate. He beats Sam but despises himself for it. 
He wears a crucifix that he took from a dead Argentinean soldier to remind himself 
of what he believes could happen if he ever lost control with Sam.

Discussion Point:

Throughout the scene, Alan threatens to leave. Yet he stays. It’s important to wonder why. What 
does Alan really want from the situation?
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SAM – Lewis Andrews / Jack Boulter / Ethan Hammer

ALAN:  ‘E goes like a hedgehog when ‘e gets annoyed. He can kick an’ 
punch an’ all. He’s like a little tiger. Yer should see it when we 
‘ave t’wash ‘is writin’ off. A reckon ‘e thinks ‘is writing is part of 
‘im.

Sam is eight years old. He’s been abandoned by both of his parents and is being 
looked after by Alan. He seems to have learning difficulties and for much of the 
scene communicates by writing on his arm, screaming when he is upset and 
moving his leg.

Sam has welts on his back from Alan, who beats him. Despite the escalating 
violence in their relationship, Sam still clings to Alan. He is, as Alan says, ‘dead 
loyal’.

Although Sam doesn’t speak for most of the play, he’s nonetheless an extremely 
active, involved character throughout the scene. It’s interesting to consider how 
the writer Robert Holman has crafted the scene and the character so that he can 
occupy such an important role without dialogue.

I write romances in the sense that I don’t write about the world as it really is. 
Not that I don’t believe that it happens or that it’s truthful. The play comes 
out of me and has my reactions and understanding of the world, such as it is. 
But I am aware that I write about the world as I’d like it to be. Finally, Sam 
speaks because I’d like him to. It gives me hope.

Robert Holman
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Context to the play

Conscientious Objection

Until the First World War, most of Britain’s army was professional. They were paid 
to make a free choice to give service in exchange for a salary.

The First World War, though, killed so many men so quickly that Britain’s small 
army ran out of men. Lord Curzon, the leader of the House of Lords and a member 
of the War Cabinet, said in 1915:

‘The War seems to me to be resolving itself largely into a question of killing 
Germans. For this purpose, viewing the present method and instruments 
of war, one man seems to me about the equivalent of another, and one life 
taken to involve another life. If then two million (or whatever figure) more of 
Germans have to be killed, at least a corresponding number of Allied soldiers 
will have to be sacrificed to effect that object… I am anxious that we should 
realise the probable dimensions and provide for [them] before it is too late.’1

In 1916, for the first time, Britain adopted conscription with the passage of the 
Military Service Act. This finished in 1919 with the end of the First World War. But, 
when The World War Two was declared in 1939, conscription was brought back.

There were only a handful of acceptable reasons for being exempt from the draft. 
Mainly these applied to people with medical problems (like Eric) or those working 
in vital industries such as coal mining and skilled factory work.

Conscientious objectors were men and women who were pacifists, and didn’t 
want to fight on moral grounds. Often these objections came from their religious 
faith, particularly – like Oliver – from Quaker Christians.

These men could apply to tribunals for their military service to be replaced by 
some other kind of work. Often this was in farms, factories or hospitals.

Conscientious objectors – ‘conshies’ – were discriminated against by many 
in the country. For those who lost relatives in the War, it was easy to think of 
conscientious objectors as cowards.

Robert Holman is, himself, from a Quaker background. He says of this:

My grandfather was in prison in the First War because he was a pacifist. He 
was a conscientious objector in the Second War also. But because he was 
the treasurer of a Manchester Quaker organisation that worked with Jewish 
refugees the government let him get on with it and, to some extent, I think, 
gave him some support. His organisation brought over some Jewish people – 
children – from Europe. My mother remembers a Polish boy living with them 
for a while when she was young.

When my Grandfather died in 1953 there were over a thousand people at 
his funeral. And many of them were Jewish people who had survived the war 
because of him.

1  P. 32 ,CONSCRIPTION AND DEMOCRACY: THE DRAFT IN FRANCE, GREAT BRITAIN…
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The Falklands War

I suppose that the Falklands War was, if you like, my first war. Now I’d grown 
up in the 60’s obviously with Vietnam. But that was an American war. It wasn’t 
actually a war in which British soldiers and sailors and servicemen were 
dying. This was the first one, so I felt it was important to me.

Robert Holman

The Falklands War was fought between the UK and Argentina in 1982. It was 
fought over the sovereignty and ownership of the Falklands Islands. These 
islands are known as the ‘Islas Malvinas’ in Spanish and are east of the coast of 
Argentina.

The islands have been ruled by the British since 1833. They have a population of 
around 3000 and are English-speaking.

In April 1982, Argentina invaded the Falklands. Britain, led by Prime Minister 
Margaret Thatcher, sent a taskforce to recapture the islands.

Although the British army was successful, there were 255 British and 649 
Argentinian casualties. A number of the ships in the British fleet were attacked, 
HMS Glamorgan among them.
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Inside the Rehearsal Room

An Interview with Peter Gill, Director

You start rehearsals next week. How do you prepare for a rehearsal process?

I get to know the text up to a point then I never look at a script while the 
rehearsals are happening. I’ll occasionally read over it outside of rehearsal hours 
but when we’re working I am always with the actors. Listening and watching what 
they’re doing. Simply, that’s what my job is.

I get a great deal from the casting process. Auditioning actors gives you an 
understanding of the text in terms of tone and character.

If, during rehearsals, you are too involved with the [written] script then you aren’t 
concentrating on what’s actually happening in the scene. It’s what’s happening 
that matters.

This play has a challenging structure. Have you thought about how the three 
scenes might fit together?

I’ve thought about it, of course. But I don’t know if I’ve formulated any big 
concept. A lot of it will only happen by what we do. It will be what comes out in 
the wash. So you can have intuitions, then you have to see what happens.

You often direct new plays yet you are, yourself, a writer. What do you do 
when you come up against a choice that the writer has made which you 
would make differently?

Then you have to be a director. That’s your job: to try to face up to what’s different. 
Or to make some intuitive compact with the play. You are always drawn to strands 
in the play that suit you. But, in my entire career, I’ve never asked for a rewrite. 
Never.

It’s not that I’m against the collaborative development of plays. It’s just that I think 
there is hardly an occasion now when a play is just allowed to exist. For example, 
the Royal Court recently revived Chicken Soup With Barley [by Arnold Wesker]. It 
was inconceivable when that was written [1956] that a writer would be asked to 
alter things. And that play has stood the test of time.

Sometimes, with staging, you do anyway exercise a form of dramaturgy. It’s often 
underestimated just how much a director can do [without changing the script] to 
make it breathe by using props or design or by leaving one character on stage for 
longer or however. Which isn’t to compensate [for a perceived flaw in the script] 
but it supports the play as you articulate it.

So I’m a bit suspicious of what I feel is a Hollywood-isation of the theatre. In that 
new writing theatre is there for producers to get it right. You often hear how it 
was ‘on tour when we solved that…’ Well, maybe. But you never can get it right. 
Particularly British plays. There’s no perfect solution.

At any rate, at some point you have to do the play. At some point it comes to 
a time in the rehearsal process [at which you have to deal with an imminent 
performance] and if you’ve put it off too late… In the end you might as well do 
what you’re doing early as late. Because you have to do it in the end!
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I’m not against collaboration per se: the collaborative process can often yield up a 
play with a lot of energy and life. But whether the plays stand the test of time and 
will be revived is another thing.

I don’t have that kind of collaborative relationship with my writers, even though 
I get on with them, that a lot of people do. Crudely speaking I think the writer 
should write the play and the director should direct it. You can have collaborative 
work. I’ve done, for instance, documentaries.

Isn’t that interesting, though, I can’t think that I’ve ever asked anyone to change a 
line.

I suppose I think that my job is to animate this particular play.

At this stage (before rehearsals) do you see a version of the play in 
your head?

I have an ear for how things are written which often comes out when you’re 
auditioning. And I have a strong view that the tone [of the piece] is the secret 
to what is actually happening [in the scene]. Rather than thinking that the text is 
some addenda to what is happening. I think that with a good writer the two are far 
too mixed up for them to be separate.

But I don’t have a particular theory [of how the play should be]. It’s more of an 
intuitive experience. I suppose I do have various theories about the theatre. But 
it’s never about [preconceived intellectual] concepts.

At this stage, I often feel that if I’ve got the casting right then somehow things will 
be alright…

An interview with Sara Kestelman, playing 
Helene Ensslin

How did you approach this play?

Out of all the plays I’ve ever done – and God knows how many plays I’ve done 
over forty odd years – this is the script upon which I have written the most 
notes in the margins. Not so much notes as questions: ‘Why is this?’, ‘Where 
are they?’, ‘What is she doing?’, ‘What does the child mean?’, ‘What does that 
scream mean?’, ‘How does Alan know that Sam likes Helene?’, ‘How have they 
communicated?’ ‘How did they first meet?’

The rehearsal process, for me at least, has been about finding satisfactory 
answers to these questions. Either by some kind of logic or by talking with Robert 
[Holman], Peter [Gill], Ben [Batt], or the children.

Did you find the historical context of the play and your character important? 
Was it something that you had a strong understanding of already?

I was born in 1944, at the end of the war. My father was a painter and he was 
Jewish. We had a lot of friends who had either managed to get out before the 
war or were people who had managed to survive the war. A number of them had 
survived the concentration camps. One of whom was an amazing concert pianist 
called Natalia Karp.
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We had quite a number of Austrian, Polish and German Jewish friends. And a 
great number of those people lived around Swiss Cottage. We would meet those 
people regularly. There was a very famous old restaurant called the Cosmo which 
is not that long gone. Where all these people would hang out and have their lemon 
tea and strudel. Gosh, they were just extraordinary people.

Every New Year’s Eve a whole community would gather at the apartment 
belonging to a woman who was known to me only as ‘Tanta’. Natalia would 
always be there. And she would always play the piano. And always, at some point 
on these occasions, somebody would say: ‘Show us your arm’. And she would roll 
back her sleeve and show her arm on which was tattooed her number [from the 
concentration camp].

So I was very much brought up around, in my formative years, people who had 
direct and personal experience of the Holocaust. Either of being involved in the 
war itself or having lost lots of people.

I have been thinking about Natalia in rehearsing Helene. Because well, she was 
the first person I ever saw that had a tattooed number on her arm. I don’t know 
that at the age of four or five I fully grasped the meaning. But I knew it was 
attached to something evil and bad. So I knew that when we looked at the number 
we were looking at it and her in awe. And I was very much aware of the fact that 
she had survived something astonishing. And that she had survived because of 
her gift. She’d simply survived – as some people did – because she could play. 
And they [the Nazis] wanted people to make music to divert people from all the 
atrocities that were going on.

So she’s been resonant in my life always. And in this case she was brought right 
to the forefront.

I also visited Auschwitz-Birkenau in 1999. It was so unbearably cold. It astounds 
me how anybody survived it. The stamina and the extraordinary resources that 
human beings have never ceased to amaze me.
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Do you find it painful to play Helene?

Yes. You are representing a whole mass of people who were exterminated. And 
those who were not exterminated were exposed to such atrocity that it can’t help 
but effect you. And the story that Helene tells… I have to say I have never heard 
such an appalling story. It’s so graphic, it leaves nothing to the imagination. And 
if you think of the repercussions of it – the child herself only being ten. And this 
young soldier, twenty-four. What was it about that young girl that made him want 
to save her life? Did she remind him of his sister? There was a tenderness there. 
And then when he discovered that she had told him something that wasn’t true, 
he interpreted it as some terrible betrayal. He too has gone through some massive 
experience that made him in this extraordinary way.

And out of that, that girl emerges, still with her father’s ring. And has come out an 
artist. She clearly has some gift. And she’s used it to release – I don’t mean in a 
conscious way – it’s fascinating, isn’t it, that she’s chosen art as her life? Where 
she was tortured in her young life for being unable to satisfy either herself or the 
soldier as an artist. I found that profoundly moving.

Because of the regulations around working with child performers, one of the 
characters in your scene is played by three actors. How does that affect you?

They [each of the three child actors] have such different personalities, all three of 
them. And they’re each exploring the demands of the role. I have to say that in 
all the years that I’ve been in a stage that the child’s role in this play is the most 
difficult.

It’s a three-hander, it’s not a two-hander with a child. We are constantly 
interrelating with one another.

So yes, each of the [child] actors has different responses to us [the other actors in 
the scene] and we have different responses to them in telling the same story. And 
that’s the way it will be in performance. I think it will be very challenging.

The Donmar is a small, intimate space. Do you as an actor adjust your 
performance?

To a degree, of course, you adjust to fit. Of course if we were suddenly to put this 
production into the Olivier Theatre [the amphitheatre-like 1150-seat auditorium at 
the National Theatre], the thing would probably fall apart. And we’d really struggle 
to find the intimacy of what we’ve got. But we’d get there. We’d have to. Because 
that would be the demands of the space and that is what you have to do as a 
professional actor. It would be easier for the adults than the children because the 
children are not trained in that respect.

I think working in these small spaces can be quite deceptive. You can fall into the 
trap that you can just take it down to television. You can’t. You do that at your 
peril. It has to have the same inner flame. The flame has to be the same whatever 
space you’re in. Whether you’re in the Olivier theatre or in the Donmar. It’s the 
degree to which you turn it up. It has to have the same burning intensity. But it 
might need to have a bit more light.
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An interview with Lewis Andrews, Jack 
Boulter, and Ethan Hammer, playing Sam.

You’ve been rehearsing now for almost four weeks. How have you found the 
process?

JACK: I’ve really enjoyed rehearsals so far but I’ve been amazed how tiring I’ve 
found them. Everyone is very nice though and it’s an incredible opportunity to 
work at a famous theatre like the Donmar.

LEWIS: Rehearsals have been hard work but great fun. There’s a whole team of 
people – designers, the writer, the director, stage managers and the rest of the 
cast – who are involved in bringing MAKING NOISE QUIETLY to the stage. So to 
be fair to them I’ve always done my best to remember all my cues, arrive on time 
and listen to direction. I have really enjoyed the whole experience.

ETHAN: They’ve really been a lot of fun – I’ve learnt a lot!
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Your character, Sam, doesn’t speak for most of the play. What’s it like to 
be an important character on stage without being able to speak to express 
yourself? How have you faced this challenge as an actor?

LEWIS: We’ve had a lot of conversations about what Sam means when he 
communicates by grunts or through physical actions alone. A lot of acting can be 
done with facial expressions and how you interact with your fellow actors. It has 
been a great learning experience for me.

JACK: It is very different because we are all so used to talking! You just have to 
try and get across what Sam means as best you can using sounds and actions. As 
an actor this has been an enjoyable but difficult challenge.

ETHAN: In a way I use the noises as if I were speaking. I think of what the noises 
mean and then convert what the noise means into a tone or sound. Working with 
the director and the assistant director we decided specifically what each of the 
sounds/noises means and what Sam is trying to communicate. I decided what 
the words would be if Sam was speaking. Good vocal and movement warm up 
techniques also help!

Why do you think Sam likes Alan? We see from the marks on Sam’s back 
that he’s hit him hard enough to make him bleed. But Sam doesn’t seem to 
want to leave him. Why do you think that is?

JACK: I think Sam likes Alan because all of the other adults in his life have 
abandoned him like his mum and dad but Alan has never left him. Also Sam 
doesn’t want to leave him because then he would have no one left and he would 
be on his own.

ETHAN: I think even though Alan does those bad things, Sam loves Alan. He’s the 
only one Sam’s got.

LEWIS: Alan is like a comfort blanket for Sam to everything he has ever known. 
He is Sam’s last connection to his mum and Sam still craves parental love, even 
though his mother rejected him.
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Sam seems to respond differently to Helene than he does to Alan. And it is 
Helene not Alan who eventually coaxes him to speak. Why do you think that 
is?

ETHAN: Alan may have already tried but given up. Helene is calmer and more 
understanding towards Sam which calms him down. Sam is actually quite afraid of 
Alan.

JACK: I think Helene gets Sam to speak as he really likes her and also her 
approach to trying to get Sam to speak is different to Alan’s as she just talks to 
him and does not lose her temper whereas Alan gets angry and hits him.

LEWIS: I think Sam reacts differently to Helene because he is not used to being 
given boundaries and taught responsibilities. Helene sets challenges for Sam, 
which will ultimately help him and make him a better person, but initially Sam 
would rather not confront them. Like most people, Sam is scared of what he 
doesn’t know.

What do you think happens to Sam after the play ends?

ETHAN: I think he continues to speak more, becomes happier and builds a better 
relationship with Helene and Alan.

JACK: Sam and Alan will both start to understand that you don’t have to be mean 
and cruel to people all the time and that they should be more kind.

LEWIS: Because of the lessons Helene has taught him, Sam will hopefully be 
able to go on building up his confidence and communicating with others. I think 
that perhaps Sam will become an artist himself, as it will be another way he can 
express his feelings without needing to talk.

ETHAN: I’d just like to add that it’s been great fun working with Jack and Lewis! 
We get on really well and have become good friends. We play games when we’re 
not rehearsing and it’s been interesting to watch each other create the role of 
Sam.
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Assistant Director Hannah Price’s Rehearsal 
Diary

Making Noise Quietly is a fitting description for this first week of rehearsals: 
Peter imbues the room with quiet force of purpose, a keen sense of detail and 
the strong but quiet emotion of a play filled with poetry.

The week starts with a meet-and-greet, and moves directly into discussions 
of tones and themes: Peter encourages the actors to discuss what they have 
noted about the play. What ideas arise? What questions? What is it about that 
period that informs the style of writing? He supplements the discussions with 
poetry; Larkin for the England of train stations and thwarted expectation, DH 
Lawrence for wry northern dialect, Edward Thomas for willows, cloudlets and 
the late June sun. Personal anecdotes quickly follow, as the cast begin to draw 
inspiration from experience.

Tuesday starts with a read through, and already we can see the play come to 
life. Beautiful, wonderfully observed writing blossoms in skilled performance. 
The complex, discursive nature of the text is revealed, and sits open for 
exploration.

We are very lucky to have Robert Holman with us in rehearsal. He is gently 
spoken, unassuming and fiercely intelligent. Robert tells us of his Quaker 
background, and of his father who wrestled with pacifism as Quaker men must 
do. Sara (Kestelman, playing Helene) tells us of her parents: her father was 
renowned Jewish artist Morris Kestelman, whose painting ‘Unspeakable Image’ 
is a response to the persecution of Jews in Europe and sits in the Imperial War 
Museum. Stronger and stronger links to the script are discovered, discussed 
and underlined.

This week we have also met our three boys. Lewis Andrews, Ethan Hammer 
and Jack Boulter share the role of Sam, an eight year old boy who does not 
speak. The boys are fantastic: open, interested and extremely well behaved! In 
our first rehearsal with the boys Sara and Ben (Batt, playing Alan) start to get 
to know them and become comfortable with them. Ben in particular needs to 
form a strong and physical bond with the boys. Sam makes noises to express 
himself, instead of using words. Peter asks Robert to write out what the noises 
mean: what they would be if they were text. In our second rehearsal the boys 
are encouraged to explore these words, and structure noises around them. It’s 
a neat and accessible way for the boys to start building their character, and 
already we have the foundation of what will become their performance.
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The rest of the week is spent in close examination of the text, following the 
cadences of each sentence, and spending time reading and discovering the 
sound of the script. Already the performances are enlivened. The week has 
been extraordinary in many ways: it’s been a quiet explosion, and promises a 
production that is finely drawn, keenly observed, touching and humane.
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At the end of week two rehearsals are settling into a distinct pattern. In 
the morning we work on the first two pieces, ‘Being Friends’ (with Jordan 
Dawes and Matthew Tennyson) and ‘Lost’, (with Susan Brown and John 
Hollingworth). Thus our mornings span 40 years, several class divides, the 
rolling warm fields of Kent and a suburban sitting room in Redcar, Cleveland. 
After lunch we head to the Black Forest to tackle the title play of the triptych, 
Making Noise Quietly. In the main rehearsals we work with a different child 
each day, rotating their attendance. For the last part of the day we work with 
the remaining children to ensure that all three boys are up to date. Each of the 
pieces has been loosely blocked, and we are now in the wonderful position of 
running and re-running each piece, unpicking its complexities and unraveling 
its subtext.
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The week also saw us tackle some of what Peter calls ‘the business’ of the play. 
On Wednesday Sara (playing Helene) and Designer Paul Wills spent a session 
working with paint. Painting is an important element in the physical realisation 
of the final piece as well as a defining attribute of Helene’s character, so for 
Sara, this exploration is vital. For Helene, painting is complex: it is both part of 
a hugely traumatic experience, and something it seems she must do. Why does 
she still paint? What does her painting mean? Does painting memoralise the 
event, or enliven it to mean something else? Is it in remembrance of a much 
loved brother or in defiance of a Nazi abuser? Or both? All? None?

Discussion is a large part of rehearsals and Peter is open to all issues that arise. 
Why does he not reply here? How maternal is this line? Why does this young 
man stop in this way? Whose space is he entering? Discussion of individual 
lines are opened and expanded: who is in your character’s constellation of 
relatives and loved ones? Who appears in their mind throughout the day? Who 
do they talk about and why? The play is full of mentions of people who don’t 
appear, creating a world outside the piece that is rich and diverse; a bed of 
back-story for the pieces to rest on.

Friday afternoon was time to fight. Our Fight Director, Paul Benzing came 
in to help both Sara and Ben in interactions with the children. In a space 
like the Donmar there is nowhere to hide: the action we see is not faked or 
fudged, but it is controlled. Peter impressed on the children that this fight 
relies completely on trust and eye contact; it is a contract between the actors 
involved. Sara has to repeat the action with all three children, and each child 
has to build up trust with her. Each child must be secure in the action, but also 
secure in the knowledge that he is not hurting her. All of the children were 
initially incredulous at the idea that they might actually hit Sara, but as the 
action is created safely and slowly, step by step, they become used to the idea. 
All three boys take the action very seriously, concentrating hard on what they 
are doing, checking over and over that Sara is happy and that what they are 
achieving is ok with her.

At the end of week two we are sure of our footing; each play grounded in 
discussion and discovery. Making Noise Quietly is becoming what it should: 
multilayered and complex, beautiful and affecting, with life (and the humour 
that life shows us) at its core.
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This week has seen the play slide ever more into focus. Like a lens slowly 
drawing you closer and closer to the detail, this week has been about 
particulars.

As the weeks go past we continue the close work on the text: the minutiae of 
speech patterns is observed and replicated, the cadence of voice is examined, 
and tiny changes to inflections made. Peter has an extraordinary ear for 
the rhythms and sounds of speech, each line is scrutinized and inspected: 
the pace, the intonation, modulation, the tone. Each aspect of each line is 
dissected and shaded; as the actors find the detail for each line they are 
encouraged to internalize the reading, to ‘drop it inside’ and match it with their 
decisions for their characters. The result is beautifully drawn performances, 
alive and breathing in the fine detail.

The performances also rest on a detailed understanding of the physical needs 
of the piece. This is particularly true of the final piece, ‘Making Noise Quietly’, 
in which the violence (and the control of it) is paramount. This week I ran 
sessions with Ben and Sara and the children in which we worked to pin down 
the patterns and rhythms of the physical contact between them. This was 
enabled by our Fight Director, who oversaw the work and ensured that the 
actors were safe. For Sara it is exhausting work: holding a struggling 10 year 
old might sound easy, but when they are two thirds of your height and weight 
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restraining them, even as a created element of a play, is hard work. Saturday 
saw an additional rehearsal in which, by talking through each element of the 
fight, and then playing it out in slow motion, we were able to fully plot and run 
each aspect of the fight section in detail.

The children were also given voice support this week, with Annie Morrison, 
our voice coach, running a session with them to give them breath and vocal 
support. The children make noises to communicate instead of speaking: each 
child now has the tools to ensure their voices are warm and ready to access the 
more taxing elements of their part.

This week has also seen another element come into focus: plotting the scene 
changes has been more rewarding than I would have thought possible. Peter 
wants the set to return to its empty state between each short play: by wiping 
actors and stage management across the stage he has created what feels like 
a wash of colour. As the stage fills between each piece we are given a sense 
of the other pieces, and are moved tonally from one to the other. A sense of 
cohesion is achieved, but more than this: we are given space to breathe in the 
movement from one piece to the other, to feel it as the tone changes.

The play is sharpening its edges and honing its action. With two weeks left to 
go we are pulling focus and finding joy in the detail.
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This week has been a flurry of activity. Rehearsals seem to be gaining a 
momentum of their own, with discoveries coming thick and fast as the final 
elements of performance come together.

For Being Friends these discoveries are all text based. Matthew Tennyson is 
really using the words to inhabit the character of Eric. In Matthew’s hands, 
Eric is becoming more and more effluent and ebullient. His character needs 
to take the lead, to push the conversation, to provide a verbal and emotional 
jumping off point for Jordan Dawes’ Oliver, with his more northern, sardonic 
and unsentimental viewpoint. Matthew has created an extraordinary Eric: his 
wit in the part, in no small way brought out of him by Peter Gill, is beautiful to 
watch. Jordan too is gaining ground: finding an Oliver at ease in his body and in 
his status as an attractive young man, with all the natural grace and confidence 
that requires. As they confide in each other the initial clash of these two 
differing characters is becoming more and more of a harmony of different 
instruments, strangely in tune.

Lost is settling in: blocking is set, and an amazing specificity of performance 
achieved. The piece is being polished and finalised. It’s in amazing shape. 
John Hollingworth is making final adjustments to his naval officer; a man 
brought up in the navy, now oppressed by its customs. His Geoffrey is both 
highly mannered, and curiously at ease with Susan Brown’s May. A strange 
understanding exists between them, and yet his is one of the most difficult 
tasks a person must undertake: he must tell May that her son is dead.

Making Noise Quietly is undergoing a similar quiet metamorphosis through 
rehearsal discoveries. The elusive fight scene is finding not only feet, but legs, 
arms, and an exceptionally defiant head. Sessions on Friday afternoon and 
Saturday morning saw our youngest cast members literally line up to give 
their assistant director a slap... and boy, did they enjoy that! Repetition of this 
sort is needed, and will be continued into week five. The fight scene needs 
absorbing into the body; it needs to feel like second nature to run at speed, 
every element needs to be in place. Making Noise Quietly also depends on 
the journey that the characters make; from a vacuum of trust and hope, to 
trusting, hoping and forgiving. Ben Batt’s embodiment of Alan is a masterful 
example of this; and the journey is as touching and heartbreaking as it is 
compelling.

Peter has shaped the play to show this journey in each piece. Each character 
in the triptych moves towards trust and hope in odd ways: week four has 
revealed these journeys, and cemented their pathways. Week five can only 
pin down these revelations, and firm up where we are heading: to a wonderful 
production, worthy of this extraordinary script.
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Practical Exercise

Read the extract below from MAKING NOISE QUIETLY, and then have a look at the exercises on 
the following page.

NOTE FOR TEACHERS: This extract contains some strong language.

  ALAN lights a cigarette. He puts the packet and the lighter back in his pocket.
ALAN:  Sorry about ‘is wettin’ the bed, yer know.
 SAM lifts his leg, he lets it fall.
 ‘E just alwez ‘as.
HELENE:  It is no problem to wash the sheets through.
ALAN:   The doctor gave us one of those alarm things. It rings when he pees. What 

‘appened to it, Sam?
 SAM is silent.
 Any road, ‘e didn’t like it.
 SAM holds up his hand with two fingers outstretched.
 SAM (a short moan, a request).
  ALAN puts the cigarette between SAM’s fingers. ALAN sits down. SAM falls 

back onto him. SAM smokes. SAM is still, he is completely relaxed.
ALAN:   His mother couldn’t stand ‘im peein’. She used t’mekk ‘im lick it up, didn’t she, 

Sam?
 SAM lifts his leg, he lets it fall.
  Thing is about kids, they don’t forget, d’they? I mean yer get stuff comin’ back at 

yer weeks later. ‘E asn’t forgot ‘is mam.
 SAM lifts his leg, he lets it fall.
  Shiz a fuckin’ cow really. I mean ‘ow d’yer teach a kid right ‘an wrong by doin’ 

stuff like that? At least if I belt ‘im there’s a reason for it, like ‘is writin’ fuck off 
an’ that. ‘E’s a good speller.

HELENE:  What is it you hit Sam with?
ALAN:   Just me belt like. I was feelin’ bad anyway, yer know, because me money had just 

run out. Bein’ in the hotel, not knowin’ what t’do. The kid he likes posh hotels, 
don’t yer, Sam?

 SAM lifts his leg, he lets it fall.
  ‘E knows ‘ow t’live even at ‘is age. Then ‘e tekks stuff all the time. I was dead 

worried, I can tell yer, about me money. I knew we couldn’t pay the bill like. Yer 
can’t explain that t’the kid. Give us me fag now, son?

 SAM (a moan).
ALAN:  Come on, don’t start that again.
SAM:  (a moan).
ALAN:  Yer know I’ll get angry, don’t yer?
HELENE:  Give Alan the cigarette, Sam.
 SAM gives ALAN the cigarette.
ALAN:  Bloody ‘ell.
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HELENE:  Thank you.
  SAM lifts his leg, he lets it fall. He pushes ALAN so that he can lie on him, he lies 

with his head on ALAN’s lap.
ALAN:  Yer must ‘ave a magic touch.
 ALAN smokes.
 ‘Ave yer got kids of yer own?
HELENE:  I have two daughters who have grown up now.
ALAN:   We ‘ad bets about whether you were married. ‘E said you weren’t, I said you 

were.
HELENE:   No, my husband is in Cologne. He will be coming here for the weekend. At first 

the business it is mine – my husband he is a lawyer – but as the business grow 
he join me. Now he do all the business work for our company.

ALAN:  Is that ‘im who keeps ringing up?
HELENE:  Yes.
ALAN:  ‘Ave yer told ‘im about us?
HELENE:  Not yet, I have not.
ALAN:  We’d better go then, ‘adn’t we?
HELENE:  It is up to you, no?
ALAN:  What’s he gonna say?
HELENE:  He will be a little shocked, I think. He is an upright man.
 A slight pause.
ALAN:  We’d better go then, a reckon. (Looking at him:) Sam?
 SAM has his eyes closed. HELENE stands up. She kneels close to ALAN.
HELENE:  It is up to you.
ALAN:   I don’t understand you, yer know. I mean I know yer dead kind an’ that. Why d’yer 

wanna get yersel’ in trouble just for us?
HELENE:  I will not be in trouble.
ALAN:  If I came ‘ere an’ found someone like me, I’d fuckin’ kill ‘em.
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Get into groups of four or five. Choose three actors to read through the scene aloud once 
or twice. Then try roughly staging it. Have the other two group members work together 
as a kind of director / active audience to help shape the staging.

Once you feel you can find a rough shape to the scene, explore the following questions:

1. Run the scene observing the information delivered in the scene about people/things (the 
wife, the hotel, the husband) that are not on stage. Now, in silence, have the actors playing 
Alan and Helene think for a few minutes about the characters/places they mention and try to 
visualize them with as much detail and clarity as they can. They don’t need to discuss these 
choices – in fact it’s better if they don’t – but they must invest them with as much precision 
as they can possibly conjure. What does the wife look like? How does the husband sound? 
How does the hotel smell? How cold/hot is the air in Cologne? Now run the scene again. Has 
it made any difference to the performances? Is the story clearer? Is the acting better?

2. Without changing the text, run the scene with the actors not focused at all on character, 
backstory, accents, blocking or motivations but instead placing all of their energies and focus 
into listening to the other characters in the scene. Don’t act listening, actually listen. Even 
when speaking a line, don’t worry about your performance but try instead to be alert to how 
your dialogue is affecting the other characters. Does this change the way the script feels to 
the rest of the group watching? You might need to do this a few times and you might want to 
allow the actors to ask to stop and restart the scene if they drop out. Keep trying to focus on 
the other characters rather than yourself. Even reading the lines from the book, working like 
this will probably mean that lines go astray. Don’t worry.

3. Now, without letting go of that experience of listening to the other characters, run the scene 
with the actors directing all their focus into making their own lines – as they come up – as 
direct and active as they can to the other characters on the stage. For instance, when Alan 
says ‘Come on, don’t start that again’, push the actor playing Alan to say the line to the 
actor playing Sam as if he is truly demanding that he doesn’t start that again. Don’t play 
anything else or anything more complicated. Don’t try to act Alan’s ‘character’ or invest in 
any backstory. Simply, when the line comes up, tell Sam as directly as you can to not start 
that again. Run the scene with this approach to all the lines, still listening when you’re not 
speaking. Does that make the scene feel different? Is it more or less simple? Does it open up 
the scene? Do certain lines particularly benefit from this approach? Does playing a simple, 
direct action make the scene less or more interesting/nuanced?

4. Explore Sam’s internal monologue. Every time that Sam’s character is mentioned in the stage 
directions, have the actor playing Sam improvise a line that expresses what he is thinking. 
If the actor is struggling to think that quickly, have other group members say his internal 
monologue. It doesn’t need to be clever. Don’t worry about Sam’s disabilities or speech, just 
speak the improvised line in your own voice. If you can’t think of anything that Sam wants to 
say to the other characters just say how you feel as Sam. Don’t be afraid to swear if that’s 
what comes naturally. Try not to stop the scene but keep going.

5. Now take away the dialogue again, go back to the written text and try to keep Sam’s role 
as active without the speech as he was with it. Put the same energy and intentions into the 
moans and stage directions. Do they feel any different?

6. Without changing the text, play this scene as if Alan truly wants, more than anything, to leave 
as soon as possible. And now try it as if he actually wants, more than anything, to stay in the 
house. Does either objective feel like more of a stretch from the text and if so what does that 
make you think are his true intentions? What does he really want?

7. Alan says later that Helene is just trying to ‘mekk us feel bad all the time’. Without changing 
the text, perform the scene with Helene trying use all of her lines to punish/ humiliate/ 
belittle/threaten Alan. Discuss whether this feels like a legitimate choice for the actor playing 
Helene. And to what extent you think this exercise might be useful for the actor playing Alan?
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